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Exciton superradiancein molecularcrystal slabs

JasperKnoester

ChemistryDepartment,University of Groningen,Nijenborgh 4, 9747AG Groningen, The Netherlands

We investigatethe spontaneousemissionrate y of dipolar excitonsin molecularcrystal slabsof variable thickness,L,
ranging from monolayersto bulk crystals.We find a smoothtransition betweensuperradiantexcitons(ya L) at thickness
small comparedto an optical wavelength(A) and radiatively stablepolaritons for thick crystals(y a 1/L). The maximum
cooperativityvolume of themoleculesin theslab is foundto be of the order A

3.

1. Introduction polaritons exhibit no spontaneousemission. The
studyof polariton dynamicsby nonlinearoptical

Recentlytherehasbeenmuch interestin exci- techniquestakesan importantplacewithin con-
ton superradiancefrom molecular and semicon- densedmatter research[61. Obviously, exciton
ductor systemswith confined geometries[1—4]. superradianceandthe formation of stablepolari-
Exciton superradiance(or “cooperative emis- tons are intimately related:both phenomenaare
sion”) originates from the fact that in a system manifestationsof excitonscoupledto the radia-
small comparedto an optical wavelengthroughly tion field, but they representoppositelimits with
all oscillatorstrengthof the individual unit cells is respectto the sizeof the excitonicsystem.In this
collected in onesuperradiantexcitedstate.Thus, paperwe makea connectionbetweenthese two
this statehas a spontaneousemission rate pro- regimes by studying the spontaneousemission
portional to the sizeof the system;all otherstates from excitons in crystal slabs of variable thick-
have essentially no oscillator strength and are ness.
subradiantor dark. On the otherhand,it is well
known that the enhancementof theemissionrate
with system size does not continue forever: in
infinite bulk crystals, the excitonsarecoupledto 2. Theoryand results
exactly one radiation-field mode due to the per-
fect wave vectorselectionimposedby the transla-

We consider a crystal slab of simple cubictional symmetry. Thus, no continuumof photon
structurewith lattice constant a that exists of amodes is available to cause irreversible exciton
stack of N parallel infinitely vast monolayers.decay. Instead, the energy oscillates back and The lattice sites are occupied by two-level

forth betweenthe excitonandthe radiationfield,
moleculeswith electronictransitionfrequency(1.

andthe situationis bestdescribedby introducing The moleculartransition dipoles ~.t all have the
polaritons:mixed eigenmodesof the polarization
and the radiation field [5]. In infinite crystals, sameorientation,which for simplicity we take to

be parallelto the molecularplanes.By varying N
from 1 to ~, this model interpolatesbetweena
singlemonolayerand a bulk crystal. We confine
ourselvesto the study of exciton statesthat are
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approximation [71,thesestatesare governedby The two contributions in eq. (3) arise from the
the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian two photonswith oppositewave vectors,(0, 0. ±

I-J~= h12~B~B1+ /i EJIIB/BI. (I) ~ that can conserve energy in the emission
process./ 1.1’

Here, B~(B1)denotesthe creation (annihilation) We will now apply the generalresult eq.(3) to
operatorfor an excitation of the /‘th plane(/ = specific approximationsfor the form of the dipo-

lar excitonsin the slab. Fromthe extensivelitera-
N) that has equalamplitude and phaseon

all molecules in that plane. Furthermore, the ture on lattice dipole sums, it is known that the
interaction~~11dropsoff very fast with increasing

interaction i~ is the total instantaneousdipole— distancebetweenthe planesI and I’, eventhough
dipole interactionbetweenan arbitrary molecule the dipole interaction between individual
in plane / and all molecules in plane 1’ (the
molecularself-interaction is excluded from f11). moleculeshas an infinite range. In fact, for our
The static excitons are the eigenmodesof Hex specific configuration, f,1 ~ — 0.036J~and
andhaveas annihilationoperator ‘1.1 + 2 is anotherthreeordersof magnitudesmaller

[8]. Therefore, in a simplest approximation we
Bh = E Uk/B/. (2) neglectthe interactionsbetweendifferent planes

/ and only keep .J~ ~‘u~It is then natural to use
where

tjkf is the unitarytransformationthat diag- the unitary transformation Uk/ = exp( ik/a)
onalizes f

11 and the label k takes N discrete / V~,with k = 2’rrin/Na (,n = 0 N 1).
values.For dipolar interactions,it is impossibleto which gives wave-like Frenkel excitonswith wave
determineU~1analytically in the caseof general numberk. The sametransformationapplies if we
N. but for the momentit suffices to keepU~1in imposeperiodicboundaryconditionsin the z-di-
its generalform. rection. wk = Q + f~1is now independentof k (no

The radiation field is quantizedin an infinite spatial dispersion).The overlap function O(k. q)
box that is not limited by the finite thicknessof is easilydeterminedand we eventuallyfind
the slab. Thus, perfect wave vector selection of
the exciton—photoncouplingoccursonly in the x- af

2 [sin2(N~) sin2(Nd~)1
+ I,

and y-direction, and each of the exciton states 8Nc [sin2(~ ) sin2(~)
considered here is coupled to the one-dimen-
sional continuum of photonswith wave vectors
U), 0, q). The excitonswill decay radiatively by with ~~(k ±Wk)O/2. For the case N= I, eq.
emission into this continuum.We calculatedthe (5) gives the decayrateof the monolayerexciton,
spontaneousemissionrate yk(N) of the exciton .y = af2,i’~c,which roughly equals the single-
k accordingto the Fermi golden rule, using the molecule emission rate (Einstein A-coefficient)
minimal coupling (~~A) form for the exciton— multiplied by the numberof moleculeswithin an
photon interaction.The result reads: areaA2 with A 2~c/wk, the exciton transition

wavelength[91.Thus, for realistic densities, the
~[~o(k, ~k)~2 + o(k, ak)~I, monolayerexciton is superradiant.Further analy-Yk(N) 8c

(3) sis of eq. (5) reveals that as long as the slab
thickness L Na is small compared to A, the

with f2 8~f1~i2/ha3,a measureof the density k = 0 exciton is superradiantwith decayrateNy
11

of oscillator strengthin the slab, and ~k (Ok/C, and all other excitons are relatively dark with
the frequencyof the initial excitondivided by the emission rates that are orders of magnitude
vacuumvelocity of light. O(k, q) gives the over- smaller (see fig. 1 for a typical example).In the
lap betweenthe wave functionsof the exciton k limiting casewhere A/L is taken infinity, yk(N)

and the photonwith wave vector(0, 0, q): = Ny~~0.The superradiantnatureof the k = U

O(k, q) LUk/ exp[iqlaj. (4) statebreaks down when L gets in the order of
I A/2, as can be seenfrom fig. 2. The maximum
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1 02 I I I I the exciton—photonresonancek wk/c. A bet-
ter theory for thiswavenumberregion consistsin

- performing perturbation theory with respectto

—~, i 00 the bulk polaritons; it then appearsthat at all
wave vectorsthe spontaneousemission rate be-
havesas1/L for L >> A [10].

i~102 • We now briefly turn to the case where the
interactionsbetweenadjacentplanes,f1, +.

S • • • • • are taken into account.The total Hamiltonian is
l0~

4 I I
0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 then diagonalized by U,,

1 = [2/(N + 1)I1~~2
k (2ir/a) sin(pla), with p = ~rrn/(N + 1)a (n = 1,.. . , N),

and the exciton frequencyis given by w,, = Li + f0
Fig. 1. Radiativedecayrateof excitonsas a function of wave
numberin a crystalslabof N = 20 monolayerswith A/a = ~ + 2J1 cos(pa), which does show spatial disper-
(L = 0.02A), according to eq. (5). The decay rates in the sion. From eq. (3) we find for the decayrate of
secondhalf of the Brillouin zone are obtainedby reflection the exciton p:

with respectto k = ‘rr/a.
af

2 [sin(N~I’)

decay rate is reached at L = 0.37A and equals 8(N + 1) c ~ sin( ~P)
0.23(A/a)y

0.The maximumcooperativityvolume
of the moleculesin the slab is thus of the order (_1)flsin(N~P)12, (6)
A

3. For L > A/2, the emissionrate showsoscilla- sin(hI1~)
tory behavior,with an envelopethat dropsoff as
1/L, so that for k=0 we indeedfind a smooth with ~(p±~~)a/2. If L <<A, this reduces
crossoverfrom excitonsuperradiancein thin slabs to 2~()cotg2(pa/2)/(N+ 1) for the odd-n states
to radiativestability in the infinite crystal. and to zero for n even. From this it follows that

It is interestingto note that for k wk/c, eq. in thin slabs the exciton with wave numberr’ =

(5) predictsan emissionratein thick slabs that is m~/(N+ 1)a (n = 1) is superradiantwith decay
alwaysproportionalto L. This implies that super- ratevaryingbetweenNy

0(N = 1, 2) and0.81Ny0
radiance persists up to infinite systems,which (1 ~ N << A/a), and is analogousto the k = 0
contradictsthe polariton concept.The reasonfor state above. Again, the superradiantnature of
this paradoxis that the perturbationtheory that the n = 1 statebreaksdown at L A/2, andfor
underliesthe Fermi golden rule breaks down at L >> A the decayrate drops off as 1/L if p is

kept constant(as 1/L
3 if n is kept constant).The

crossoverregion at L A/2 is harderto studyin
I I I this case,however,as for n = 1 the exciton—pho-

ton resonancep = wa/c is hit exactly at this
0.2 / \

/ thickness.
In summary, we have studied the crossover

0 // from excitonsuperradiancein thin crystalslabsto
0.1 radiativestability in thick slabs.The presentthe-

/ \ ~,- ory is basedon the Fermi golden rule for static
\~,/ I (instantaneous)excitonscoupledto the radiation

_________________________ continuum. In the exciton—photonresonancere-
0 1 2 3 gion, which becomesrelevantfor L ~ A, the radi-

[ (~) ation field must be treated more explicitly, be-

Fig. 2. Radiativedecayrateof the k = 0 exciton asa function causetherethe effect of retardationon the dis-
of slab thickness(L Na) according to eq. (5). Note that persionrelation of the crystal’s electroniceigen-

A/a typically equals io~. modes is too strongto treat perturbatively.This
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